Welcome to the Associated Marketing Program (AMP), powered by Voltage
Partners, Inc.!
As an AMP Associate, you have a unique opportunity to own your own international mobile app
and game storefront. And, in addition to the storefront, all AMP Associates are automatically
placed in and benefit from a simple, but powerful, forced compressed matrix compensation
plan. Welcome to the AMP family!

Become an AMP Associate
Starting your AMP storefront can’t be any easier. Simply pay a ONE-TIME setup fee of $49.99
and you’re in the game! After that, pay a low monthly licensing fee of $49.99. That’s it.

Three Ways to Earn with AMP
There are three ways to earn money in AMP.
One, as you market the AMPHub, AMP receives revenue. 100% of the revenue AMP receives is
given to AMP Associates.
Two, as you bring more people into AMP, they are placed under you in a matrix. The more people
you bring in, the more you earn. The more people they bring in, the more you earn.
Three, you earn from every retail subscription you sell and every retail subscription your team
sells. The AMPHub “ad-free” game play option retails for $10.99 a month.

Matrix
When you activate your storefront, you are immediately placed in AMP’s 3 x 9 compensation
plan which is a forced compressed matrix. That means, when you’re fully qualified (personally
enroll 3 AMP Associates into the business), it pays 3 levels wide and 9 levels deep. In a 3 x 9
matrix, each level triples in size starting with 3 Associates on your first level, 9 on your second
level, 27 on your third level, 81 on your fourth level, and so on. So, what does “forced” and
“compressed” mean?

Forced means that the next available spot in your matrix is automatically filled by the newest
AMP Associate—a spot which may be filled by an AMP Associate above you! And compressed
means that when any AMP Associate in your matrix goes inactive for more than 60 days (i.e.,
missing two consecutive monthly payments), the matrix compresses and fills that inactive spot.
There are no permanent holes in your matrix. No holes in your matrix means potentially more
money in your pocket!
Maximizing your AMP Compensation Plan
Maximizing your potential earnings—or being “qualified” to earn through all 9 levels—is simple.
All it takes to maximize your FIRST storefront is three active Associates. An active Associate is
one whom you have personally sponsored and is current with their monthly licensing payment.
One personally sponsored and active AMP Associate unlocks the first three levels of your matrix
(levels 1, 2, and 3). Your second personally sponsored and active AMP Associate unlocks your
next three levels (levels 4, 5, and 6). And your third personally sponsored and active AMP
Associate unlocks your last three levels (levels 7, 8, and 9). Simple. Of course, the more you

sponsor, the better. But all you need is three active AMP Associates to unlock all nine levels—in
your FIRST storefront. Boom!! (Note: You will need three active AMP Associates in any of your
storefronts in order to unlock all 9 levels)
That’s right, we said FIRST storefront. But who wants only one storefront for one of the planet’s
fastest growing industries? With AMP, once the first three levels of your first storefront are full
with 39 active AMP Associates (which only requires one personally sponsored and active AMP
Associate from you), you can start a SECOND storefront and have another nine levels. And if
that’s not enough, once the first three levels of your second storefront are full with 39 active
AMP Associates, you can start a THIRD storefront. That’s three global 3 x 9 forced compressed
matrix storefronts. KA-BOOM!!!

Fast Start Bonuses
You will receive a Fast Start Bonus for each new AMP Associate you personally sponsor. You
can receive Fast Start Bonuses on the first three generations in your organization!
Fast Start Bonus
Qualifications

1st Generation

2nd Generation

1 Personal

$5.00

2 Personals

$5.00

$3.00

3 Personals

$5.00

$3.00

3rd Generation

$1.00

The Matrix
At this point, you’re probably wondering “How much do I get paid?” AMP Associates will earn
$3.00 for every active Associate, on every qualified level, in every storefront. Breakout the
calculator! The Matrix pays out every Friday, 2 weeks in arrears.
Qualifications

Levels

Potential Associates
per Level

Pay per Associate

Maintain 1
Personally Sponsored
Associate unlocks
levels 1-3!

1

3

$3.00

2

9

$3.00

3

27

$3.00

Maintain 2
Personally Sponsored
Associates unlocks
levels 4-6!

4

81

$3.00

5

243

$3.00

6

729

$3.00

Maintain 3
Personally Sponsored
Associates unlocks
levels 7-9!

7

2187

$3.00

8

6561

$3.00

9

19683

$3.00

AMPHub “Retail” Sales
Earn a monthly $2.00 commission for each active “ad-free” game play subscription you sell
personally. Earn a monthly $1.00 commission for every “ad-free” game play subscription your
"personal team” sells. (Your "personal team” are the people you have sponsored into AMP). You
are not required to build a team but you must be an AMP Associate to have the ability to sell
AMPHub “ad-free” game play subscriptions.

Ad Network
Fully integrated into the AMPHub is an Ad Network. For every free user personally connected to
you with the AMPHub is a potential payout. Each time someone personally connected to you
views an ad, you get paid.

Get Started Now!
Every minute you wait to activate your first store front means you are missing out on AMP
Associates who are joining the AMP 3 x 9 forced compressed matrix from around the
world—right now! With just a one-time setup fee of $49.99, what are you waiting for?
Don’t miss this once-in-a-lifetime global opportunity. Get started now!
Disclaimer
Voltage Partners, Inc. (“we,” “our,” and “us”) reserves the right to update, change, or amend its AMP Program, this
document (and webpage), the AMP 3 x 9 Forced Matrix Compensation Plan, and all associated policies, definitions,
procedures, and AMP Associate terms and conditions at any time for any reason, as needed and without notice, and to
stay in compliance with U.S. and international laws and regulations. It is the responsibility of all Users to fully read the
AMP Associate Terms and Conditions (terms), the AMP Associate policies and procedures (policies), and to further
remain in compliance with all terms and policies at all times. Failure to do so may result in the suspension of one or more
Associate accounts until all violations are corrected. AMP Associates who are repeat offenders or who fail to correct their
violations in a timely manner (as determined by us) will be terminated.

